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Thank you for your interest in SportStick.

Here you can find photos and material that will help you to share our story.

For more information or a press inquiries, please send us a not at info@sportstick.eu.                  

ABOUT US

Our story

It happened many times...we were practicing outdoor sports, and the sun was burning our 

skin... The sun´s protector was not by hand, and we didn´t want to stop what we´re doing to put 

on sunscreen. We all know this story... and that’s how the idea of the SportStick was born!

Gustavo De Amorim, surf and biochemist thought to create an organic sunscreen with natural 

compounds that could be used to everybody while practicing outdoor sports. And a case for 

the sunscreen that people could wear and bring everywhere.

Fabiola De Amorim, runner and business developer began to think to create a biodegradable 

container and an eco-friendly case according to their beliefs as Environment Lovers.

That is what they create: a new concept of sunscreen for outdoor sports.

•	 An ORGANIC Sunscreen, with physical filters and vegetable oils that behave as UV 

filters, SPF50, no GMO, no nanoparticles included, cruelty free, paraben free, PABA free, 

hypoallergenic, water/sweat resistant



•	 A BIODEGRADABLE Stick Container made of PLA, a bioplastic out of organic source, the 

sugar cane, that biodegrade in carbon dioxide and water, ie, totally safe for the Environ-

ment.

•	 An ECO-FRIENDLY reusable case, out of EVA, ethylene-vinil acetate, also known as 

foamy.

EVA is an elastomer polymer that produces materials which are “rubber-like” in softness and 

flexibility, stress-crack resistant, have waterproof properties, and resistance to UV radiation. 

Last but not least, it can be recycled or incinerated.

Why they say this is a new concept of a sunscreen?

Because the SportStick is thought to provide excellent protection to the UV rays during the 

sport wherever the person is, taking care also to be harmless to Nature.  

SportStick Mission

Gustavo e Fabiola De Amorim, founders of the company have sport as a fundamental part of 

their lives, and SportStick appears as a natural evolution of their involvement with outdoor 

sports, the environment and a healthy lifestyle. They believe that each one of us should take 

responsibility in the global movement to regenerate the ecosystem of Earth.

That said, their mission consists to engage their community in this global movement to live on 

Earth in Harmony and Respect of all forms of life.

SportStick Values

The pillars of the company are Love as guide, Ethics in interactions, Excellence in production 

and Curiosity as a motor of development.

Company Location

SportStick is based in Spain and Brasil.
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